
Terms & Conditions:

 - This offer is valid from 1st of March 2014 to 31 of December 2014

- Applicable for all local & international purchases, all local & international cash advance, Internet purchases, 
Installment Option   transaction, subscription to Credit Shield /  Himayati, Activation of credit card, and 
approval of new credit card or prepaid card.

- There will be one monthly winner from each product (Amyali, Fursan, Tayseer, & Pre-paid card).

- Raffle will be conducted two weeks after the end of each month.
 
- All rewards will be credited to the card’s account within one month after the draw.
 
- Winners will be contacted by bank officials.

- This campaign is separated from any similar campaign.

- Category covered by this media campaign: Only NCB customers specified to be qualified as such to join this 
contest shall be the only ones permitted to submit their entry accordingly, and it does not include NCB 
employees

- If the contestant breaches or breaks any of the terms and conditions of the contest and/or conditions of the 
product, NCB has the right to disqualify the contestant or the winner at any stage of the contest. Moreover, 
NCB has the right to replace the contestant or the winner by other winners at the sole and exclusive 
discretion of NCB.

- The Contestant is not entitled to enter in the contest for more than once, and in the case of repetition of 
the competitors name; he shall be entitled to win the first prize only.

- Winning contests shall also be required by NCB to sign documents prior to releasing the contest prize to 
him.

- NCB is entitled to forfeit the Winner if the said prize is not claimed from NCB within 30 days from the date 
of publication of winners names in any Saudi newspaper of general circulation or on the official website of 
NCB. Forfeited prizes may be awarded to other winners at the sole and exclusive discretion of NCB.

- NCB is entitled at any stage of the contest to eliminate the contestant and/or disqualify the winner at NCB’s 
sole discretion in the case of false applications or information, and it shall be considered breach of contest 
rules. Any breach of the contest rules will also result to forfeiture of the right to claim the prize.  NCB has 
the right to replace the winning contestant at its sole and exclusive discretion.

- Non – Submission or presentation of valid ID (Iqama/ Passport) is considered a breach of contest rules.

- This contest is valid as per the announced dates.

- Transactions that qualify are the ones use NCB credit cards mentioned above through the internet only.

- There shall be (40) winners only.

- The wining contestant shall not have the right to replace his prize with cash or another prize.

- NCB client (contestant)  acknowledges that the electronic records of NCB serves as conclusive evidence in 
all courts and committees and government agencies.

- Other terms & conditions related to NCB Islamic Credit Cards and prepaid apply, and other terms and 
conditions of Chamber of Commerce also apply. Category covered by this media campaign: Only NCB 
customers specified to be qualified as such to join this contest shall be the only ones permitted to submit 
their entry accordingly, and it does not include NCB employees. 


